Addressing the IEPs

Transition –
  Iep Goals achieved
  Benchmarks achieved
  Evaluated quarterly

Behaviors
  Autism
  LD.
  BD

Academics
Life Skills
  Social Vocational
  Independent living

Measurable Goals
   Goal writing
   Better understanding of goal writing
   Researching online IEP programs
   How are goals measured?
   Elements to remember
   Elements to measure
   Interventions used
Base lines –
   How achieved from home district
   What diagnostic tests were used
   What do you with new students and assessments

Documentation page for IEP
   List of materials needed to educate student
   What is the placement decision
   What criteria reached for nonpublic placement

Districts need to show accountability for placement. Basic skills and testing outcomes need to be well documented for the private placement facility.

Next Meeting: 2/22/10
At: Lutherbrook Academy, Addison
Time: 9:00 am.